
Research

These manuscripts detail the 

observations of a rural farmer 

who had a standoff with an alien 

race of intelligent, clawed, 

carapaced creatures at his 

farmhouse over the course of 

several weeks. It was published 

by a relative after the man's 

sudden, mysterious disappear-

ance.

 

Research

Skill

Movement Phase: Spend 

one movement point to 

claim a research token.  

You may never have more 

research tokens than your 

current Lore.

Mi-Go Anatomy

The pages present a man's slide 

into madness as seemingly 

intelligent, alien creatures 

nightly assault his farmhouse, 

kept at bay only by the howling, 

snarling guard dogs he owns 

and his trusty shotgun.

Mi-Go Anatomy

Skill

Any Phase: Spend a 

research point before 

making a Combat check 

against a Mi-Go to make a 

Lore-1 check. Add one die 

to your Combat check per 

success.

Mi-Go Tools

The farmer details the clues and 

impressions he gets from the 

nighttime glimpses of his alien 

attackers and the curious 

artifacts left behind amid the 

wreckage of his dogs and farm.

Mi-Go Tools

Skill

Movement Phase: Spend a 

research token after 

defeating a Mi-Go to draw 

an extra unique item, and 

choose which of the two to 

keep.

.

Calling Shadow

"The buzzing noise!  It must be 

their speech.  I have come to 

understand that these things are 

intelligent; they do not act as 

animals would. Perhaps they 

are even more intelligent than 

us!  What if that buzzing noise 

they repeat over and over is 

actually calling forth that cloud 

of shadow that obscures their 

movement and hides them from 

the dogs until they are almost 

upon us?  But how can one 

command the darkness itself to 

move and change like a fog?"

Calling SHadow

Skill

Movement Phase: Spend a 

research token and a clue 

token to attempt a Lore-2 

check. If you succeed, you 

may add Shroud of Shadow 

to this tome.

Reinforcements

"I was beginning to think I may 

outlast these creatures. But 

tonight, they did not attack. 

Instead, I could hear their 

buzzing voices over on Sentinel 

Hill, repeating some chant over 

and over.  I took my rifle and 

went there, but I was unpre-

pared for the double-blow of 

horror and despair I was to 

receive.  As they chanted, more 

of their kind floated down from 

the canopy of stars, down into 

the column of light that shone 

up from the circle of stones."

Reinforcements

Skill

Movement Phase: Spend a 

research token and a clue 

tokens to attempt a Lore-2 

check. If you succeed, you 

may add Call Friend to this 

tome.

Buzzing Brains

"Every night, they try to wash 

my memories away with that 

infernal buzzing!  But I am 

fooling them!  I write down 

everything, and put it some-

where I will find it in the 

morning.  The act of vigorous 

writing helps stave off the effect 

of their voices, and any holes in 

my memory quickly return when 

I read my own notes.  They wish 

to scrub away my resistance by 

making me simply forget what 

they have done to me!"

Buzzing Brains

Skill

Movement Phase: Spend a 

research token and a clue 

token to attempt a Lore-1 

check. If you succeed, you 

may add Cloud Memory to 

this tome.

The Brain Case

"They want to show me their 

home. They claim to be from a 

ninth planet - Yuggoth. They can 

take me there, they say, and 

teach me things I’ve never 

dreamed of. They have given me 

the item, and told me how to 

work it, but it sits on my table 

untouched.  It could be what 

they say - a device to show me 

their home, this Yuggoth - or it 

could be a final weapon. But my 

curiosity gets the best of me...

The Brain Case

Skill

Any Phase: Spend a 

research token while in 

Yuggoth to gain a bonus of 

+2 dice to any skill check.

Other World Encounters 

Phase: Spend a research 

token before drawing a 

Gate card in Yuggoth to 

choose whether to have a 

green or blue encounter.


